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Employee Listening System
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m Best Buy creates a new value proposition based on its customer segment strategy, which orients the 
company around the needs and behaviors of its core customers.

m Best Buy’s Communications team decides to adopt the principles of this strategy—the prime domain 
of consumer-focused functions until this point—to surface the unmet needs of employees and business 
partners.
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Situation
In 2002, Best Buy faces the prospect 
of North American market saturation 
and little differentiation from direct 
competitors.

Action
Best Buy creates a compelling, 
differentiated customer experience based  
on a deep understanding of key segments’  
needs and preferences.

Result
Best Buy realizes significant gains in  
U.S. market share, outstripping its  
closest pure-play competitor.

Model Behavior
Best Buy’s use of customer understanding  

helps the firm create a new value proposition…

Highlights of Best Buy’s Customer Segment Strategy

…prompting Communications  
to consider a similar strategy

Communications Opportunity Spotting

Illustrative

Source: Best Buy Inc. ; Burgman, Roland J., David J. Adams, David A. Light and Joshua B. Bellin, “The Future 
Is Now,” The Wall Street Journal, 27 October 2007; Communications Executive Council research.

I wonder if we could do 
something like that in 
Communications…

Today’s News

Best Buy posted 18% rise 

in fourth-quarter profits…

customer-centricity 

strategy is paying off. 
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* Figures based on a Standard & Poor’s estimate of 2008 U.S. consumer electronic sales totaling $170 billion.
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“The resounding success of Best Buy’s customer segment 
strategy really pushed us to think about how we could 
use its principles in Communications—a tempting but 
daunting prospect, given how much we would have to 
learn about our ‘customers.’”

 Paula Prahl 
 Senior Vice President,   
   Communications and  
  Public Affairs  
 Best Buy

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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m The two primary challenges to deepening stakeholder understanding are getting meaningful data and 
drawing insightful conclusions from that data set. Communications faces additional difficulty due to scant 
budget for data gathering and inexperience with audience research techniques.

m Best Buy Communications surmounts these challenges by integrating low-cost listening channels and 
applying simple analytics to high-value observations. 
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Breaking Compromises
Facing disadvantages in  

developing meaningful insight… 

Challenges in Deepening Stakeholder Understanding

…Best Buy’s communicators focus  
on smart listening and simplicity

Key Features of Best Buy’s Employee Listening System

Survey ResultsMarket ResearchFocus Group Verbatim

Town Hall Comments

Message Board Posts

Poll F
indings

Analysis

Conclusion

Solution Feature:
“Integrated Listening”

Communications coordinates different 
listening tools to cheaply acquire high-
potential data.

Solution Feature:
Simple, Structured Analytics

Communications applies basic filters to spot 
promising—and often unexpected—
information in the listening system for 
structured analysis.

Source: Best Buy Inc. ; Communications Executive Council research.

Interviews

Challenges Unique to Communications

  Limited discretionary budget for research 

  Limited expertise in audience research techniques

Challenge: 
 Gather “Consequential” Data

Superficial data capture weakens potential for 
making meaningful discoveries.

Challenge: 
Draw Insightful Conclusions

Desire for speedy closure/explanation 
hampers identification of valuable patterns and 
important connections.
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m Communications integrates progressive listening tools that build off each other for a more powerful 
collective view of employee needs.

m Each listening tool reflects one of three distinct capabilities: 

•	 Survey—tools	increase	knowledge	of	high-level	employee	information

•	 Observe—tools	improve	awareness	of	how	employees	behave	“in	the	wild”	

•	 Drill	Down—tools	deepen	understanding	of	the	“why”	behind	employee	viewpoints

m It is inexpensive or free to operate Best Buy’s listening tools of choice: polls, a virtual chat space, and in-
person dialogue sessions.
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•	 Acts	as	a	hub	for	virtual	
communication among employees; 
includes numerous discussion boards 
dedicated to specific employee 
segments and topics

•	 Promotes	open	communication	
through chat rooms designed for 
social interactions (“Off the Wall”) 
and venting (“Get It Off Your Chest”); 
both “electronic slates” are wiped 
clean once a week

Observe

Greater Than the Sum of Its Parts

Source: Best Buy Inc. ; Communications Executive Council research.

“Integrated Listening”

Communications develops higher-order understanding  
of employees through an integrated listening system…

Integration of Listening Channels

Illustrative

…made stronger by  
progressive listening tools 

Key Features of Listening Channels

Survey

Increase Communications’ 
knowledge of the overall 
employee landscape

Observe

Improve Communications’ 
awareness of employee 
“word on the street” in a  
non-intrusive way

Drill Down

Deepen Communications’ 
understanding of the 
“why” behind employee 
viewpoints

•	 Provides	a	forum	for	face-to-face	
conversation between an employee and 
a completely attentive communicator 
(no	laptop,	cell,	or	PDA)

•	 Brings	depth	and	nuance	to	
Communications’ understanding of 
employee viewpoints

Drill Down

Employee Communicator

“I just can’t keep 
up with my e-mail!”

“Tell me more…”

“The WaterCooler”

10,000 Unique Visitors Each Week

“The Chair”

1.5-Hour Sessions Every Other Week

Survey

Communications’ 
annual company-
wide survey reveals 
that employees want 
more inbox space.

Drill Down

Communicators 
initiate 1-to-1 
dialogue with 
employees to follow 
up on discussion 
board comments.

Survey

Communications 
builds pulse-poll to 
test for prevalence 
of issues surfaced 
through listening 
system.

Observe

Communicators 
monitor virtual 
discussion board for 
related employee 
chatter.
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m Three simple data filters—testing first for importance, second for Communications relevance, and third  
for the element of surprise—help Communications sort information into easy-to-manage categories.

m Information that clears all three filters reflects something that employees care about and business partners 
don’t know about. 

m Further analysis of this information may reveal a high-potential opportunity to add new Communications 
value.
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Easy Listening

Simple, Structured Analytics

Communicators use simple filters to spot  
promising information in the listening system…

Intelligence-Sorting System

…and trigger structured  
analysis of the unexpected

Root Cause Exercise

Illustrative

YES

YES

NO (10%)

NO (50%)

NO (20%)

YES (20%)

Quick Tips
Action: Flag quickly with suggestion for partner to 
act on
Example: Employees seeking to work for Best Buy 
abroad

Ownership Filter
Are there implications that would 

involve Communications?

“Surprise” Filter
Does this information challenge our 

existing notions about employees 
and their needs?

Importance Filter
•	 Is	this	sensitive/high-risk	information?
•	 Are	many	employees	commenting	on	this	topic?
•	 Does	this	information	have	general	business	relevance?

Source: Best Buy Inc. ; Communications Executive Council research.

I Love Surprises
“More often than not, it’s the things we never 
would have gone looking for that point us to the 
best opportunities to add breakthrough value.” 

 Jennifer Rock 
	 Director,	Internal		
  Communications 
 Best Buy

Issue
Employees asking for more inbox space

Incoming messages are 
too big 

Employees are receiving the same 
messages with large attachments from 
multiple leaders

A-Ha
Leaders confuse information sharing 
with teaching on complex topics such 
as strategy

Incoming messages are 
too numerousJunk Mail

Action: Do nothing; lightly monitor
Example: Employees debating fairness of dress code

Safe Bets

Action: Use data to inform strategic 
recommendations; propose Communications 
ownership of relevant next steps 
Example: Employees discussing “Green” initiative 

Proposal

Growth Opportunities

Action: Investigate further to identify root causes 
of issues/problems; propose Communications 
ownership of relevant next steps 
Example: Employees asking for more inbox space
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m An enhanced understanding of employee needs increases the effectiveness of Communications’ solutions  
for partners.

m The identification of business partners’ unknown needs also uncovers new opportunities for 
Communications to add value, expanding the function’s circle of options for the future.
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Situation
By digging deeper into employees’ request 
for more inbox space, Communications 
discovers the real problem at hand: leaders 
are over-relying on e-mail presentation 
decks to convey strategic news to 
employees.

Action
Armed with knowledge of the correct 
problem, Communications proposes 
several tailored solutions intended to 
help partners manage simple, relevant 
dialogues with employees.

Result
Communications’ support significantly 
increases partner effectiveness in 
communicating with employees  
about strategy.

Strategy 
Download

The Reward Zone
Deep employee understanding surfaces  

options for tailored Communications solutions…

Case	in	Point:	Tackling	the	Real	Problem

…and creates many new choices for  
expanding the function’s value proposition

Sample Discoveries and Communications Opportunities

Source: Best Buy Inc. ; Communications Executive Council research.

Discovery: Many employees are passionate about 
Green issues.

Opportunity: Create a “Green Champion” 
network to spread related communications.

Discovery: Geek Squad employees tend to feel 
isolated from rest of company.

Opportunity: Launch text-message initiative to 
help mobile teams build community.

Discovery: Retail employees often complain that 
their ideas aren’t heard.

Opportunity: Establish a virtual “idea lab” to 
enable recognition (and potential reward) of idea 
providers.

“Yes” Survey Responses

Before and After Dialogue Tools

Sampling of New Initiatives

Attack	of	the	PowerPoint

Illustrative

Partners
Communications arms 
me to communicate 
strategy effectively

52%

94%

Employees
I understand the
information provided  
in strategy sessions

48%

97%

Before

After

Spoiled by Choice
“The employee listening system has created for us a rather 
fortunate problem: we’re discovering more ways to add 
new business value than we can possibly act on. It has truly 
broadened our definition of what Communications can do.”

 Paula Prahl 
 Senior Vice President,   
   Communications and  
  Public Affairs  
 Best Buy

•	 Listening	training
•	 Dialogue	tools
•	 Executive	

coaching
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